Introduction
In recent years several special direct methods have been developed for solving the discrete Polsson equation on rectangular domains. These methods take advantage of the regular block structure of the coefficient matrix, and some of them require an amount of computation which Is close to being directly proportional to the number of grid points (equations) in the dlscretlzed problem. Dorr [k] presents an excellent survey of these methods. A considerable number of these algorithms suffer from numerical instability and are not suitable for large problems. An analysis of stability of several methods appears In [10] .
In this paper we describe ways in which these direct methods can be used to solve non-rectangular Polsson problems. We will not concern ourselves with which of the direct methods is to be utilized; we merely observe that a number of satisfactory ones are available. Notable among them are The basic procedure Is as follows. The domain R of the given problem Is enclosed In a rectangle over which a uniform mesh Is placed. The usual five-point Polsson difference operator is applied over the entire rectangle, yielding a block tri-dlagonal system of equations. The given problem, however, determines only those elements of the right-hand side which lie in R; the remaining elements can be treated as parameters. Furthermore, the "solution" of the enclosing rectangular "problem" which we have generated will have certain constraints Imposed upon it by the presence within the rectangle of the boundary S of the given (or imbedded) problem. Dlrichlet boundary conditions will require the solution on the rectangle to have specified values at grid points which lie on S; other types of boundary conditions will require specific relations to hold between values at grid points lying on and/or adjacent to S.
We now summarize our situation. We have a fast, efficient method for solving a specific system of equations, and we cannot delete or modify equations of the system because the method depends upon the structure of the coefficient matrix. We generate a system of equations which has this appropriate form, but for which some of the right-hand sides are unspecified, and where the solution must satisfy certain constraints. Ttiia paper describes methods for solving this problem.
Notation and a Representative Problem
For deflnlteness, we consider the following problem: where the vector partitions with subscripts Q, R, and T contain elements corresponding to grid points lying In Q, R, and on T, respectively.
We will denote the number of elements in these partitions by N Q , N_, and so we c n easily obtain B21 ~ as ZT from the soluti on of the system All Al2 ZR (:
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Thus, we need B 22 , which means that we need the NT corresponding columns where we do not know B--but can compute the gradient of cp. We are obviously free to use any of the many Iterative methods for solving a system of linear equations or minimizing a quadratic function that is bounded from below. 
Error Bounds and Convergence Criteria
One of the most difficult problems in the application of an iterative process is the determination of a safe and meaningful convergence criterion.
For a short and very good account of this problem with SQR see [8 ] .
Briefly, the problem is as follows: Since we do not know the true (discrete) Since -L is an operator of "positive type," we can apply the well-known maximum principle to conclude from (7.5) and (7.6) that ||eJ| »|lv_-v*|| < e.
Thus, we can determine when to stop the iteration simply by examining the largest element of |e_| . Since it is difficult to imagine an iterative scheme which would not make use of e-, (it is the residual of (3.10), the cost of determining ||e_l| should be negligible.
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Numerical Experiments
We now present seme numerical experiments for a problem of the type (2.1), where S is covered with a square mesh having m rows, n columns, and mesh width h, and where Q is a Eh x ih rectangle. Tbe "southwest" corners of S and Q are at grid positions (0,0) and (j, ,,) 2 ) respectively.
The implementation of the SQR algorithm provides for an Initial approximate solution on a coarse grid (with mesh width 2h) which is then used to furnish a starting solution on the fine net by using linear Interpolation, dirty iterations were carried out on the coarse mesh to obtain the initial solution, and these iterations and the time required for them are not included in the tables below. An acceleration parameter UJ of 1.8
was used on the coarse mesh for the first 25 Iterations, followed by 5 iterations with w = 1 to estimate the optimal u » w* for the coarse mesh.
The value tu* + -55 (E-Iü*) was found to be n«ar optimal.for the fine mesh.
The number of Iterations reported for the iterative imbedding ■etttodt requires some rälacussiOQ. Obviously each iteration requires substantially more work than an SOR Iteration. The ratio will depend on the size of the mesh since the computation required for the direct methods is not quite directly proportional to mn. Also, the relative sizes of N R and N R + N T + H-will affect the ratio because the SOR iterations will (at least ideally) only Involve grid points in R. A factor of about 10 seems reasonable for typical problems having fewer than 20,000 points. 9.6* Imbedding I -method of Section 5 using the Davidon-Pletcher-Powell algorithm [ 5 ] .
Imbedding II -method of Section 5 using the conjugate gradient algorithm.
Direct -method of Section 3.
The maximum errors for the direct method and the imbedding methods are all the same because the error is due entirely to the truncation error of the difference operator. The error in the discrete solution for these methods is below that level.
Does not include the time required (approximately 3 minutes and 6 minutes, respectively, for Cases I and II) to generate and decompose B 22 ^8 ee Sectlon 3)' 16
Remarks and Conclusions
The reported times at first do not appear particularly impressive, although the times required for the imbedding methods are suhstantiallyless than for the SOR process. It is important to keep in mind, however, that during the calculation using the methods of Section 5, ve have precise information concerning how close our computed solution is to the true discrete solution. This is ohviously highly important in a practical situation where the solution to our problem is not known. As we mentioned in Section 7, it is extremely difficult when applying SOR to ascertain how close the computed solution is to the true discrete solution. (For example, the maximum change for the last step of SOR in Case I above was S.lxlO" 5 .)
As one might expect, the rate of convergence of the iterative imbed- 
